
Clean the Air

To keep you, your business, and your employees and
guests safe and healthy, RD Weis Companies has a special
cleaning protocol that uses an innovative electrostatic
spraying technology, which applies antibacterial
disinfectant to all the surfaces in a room. Next, our trained
technicians wipe down all touch points to remove any
viruses that may be present.

The RD Weis Companies Sanitization Program removes biological contaminates from commercial,
hospitality, educational, and healthcare interiors. The company’s infection-prevention program was
created through consultation with the nationally recognized and accredited environmental
microbiological laboratory Environmental Safety Technologies,which can be visited at
www.estechlab.com.

Emergency Stair Safety Lighting System

These excellent emergency egress
products are durable and withstand
continuous foot traffic and weathering.

Photoluminescent technology can be
used to supplement electrical
emergency lighting systems as the
products are fail-safe, operate
immediately, and do not require
ongoing maintenance.

Prevent slips and falls or provide safe
and efficient access for thousands —

the hard-wearing anti-slip material provides all weather protection from slips and falls. With their UV
resistance the products can be installed indoors and out.

Entryway Solutions

Keep your offices cleaner and safer with RD
Weis Companies' barrier entryway protection
systems. Barrier entryway protection systems
are designed to scrape, brush and trap dirt and
moisture before they’re tracked beyond your
entryway, while, at the same time,
withstanding the wear and tear of high foot
traffic.  Keeping interior floors dry prevents
slips and falls and associated liabilies.  

New York, NY 212-376-5355
Port Chester, NY 914-937-9337
Rochester, NY 585-334-8570
Albany, NY 518-426-1500

Email: info@rdweis.com

Hartford, CT 860-528-9637
Boston, MA 781-933-1085
Detroit, MI 248-548-8434

Website: www.rdweis.com

RD Weis Companies creates environmentally friendly and
safe solutions for healthcare interiors, dedicated to
fulfilling each client’s needs through ongoing expansion of
services and implementation of new technologies. 

Our commitment is to deliver to our clients the most
effective, efficient, and eco-friendly processes on the
market today to produce high quality at low costs. 

Health Care Solutions



Rubber – reduces stress and fatigue on your body and on your
environment

Rubber contains no off-
gassing, VOCs, or
harmful components
and eliminates the need
for disinfectants or
coatings, such as wax. 

The comfort of rubber is
extremely beneficial in
the healthcare markets,
where the reduction in
strain and fatigue is
imperative. 

When evaluated based
on its durability, minimal
maintenance
requirements, good wear resistance, and length of life cycle, rubber offers a low-cost alternative to many
other flooring options over the long term.

Carpet Specification and
Installation

Starnet has produced a coordinated, holistic
approach to how healthcare products are designed,
bundled, delivered, installed, maintained, and then
sustainably removed at the end of its life cycle. This
is a more reliable way to meet today's needs.  

Benefits of this partnership include:
•   A portfolio of coordinating products designed for
healthcare spaces and to coordinate with other
healthcare finishes being used today.

•   Smooth transitions between different types of
flooring surfaces, because the products come from
one manufacturer and are engineered to work
together within a wide array of facilities and
spaces.

•   Purchasing, bundling and delivery through a
central location. So the right products arrive at the right time, to be installed by the best in the business.

Hygienic Wall System

A durable, water-tight, seamless wall system designed for building environments that are required to meet strict
hygienic standards, such as hospitals.

A grout-free, hygienic alternative to tile, the panels have a smooth finish on one side and a textured feel on the
other. Choose a side and create the look you like—glossy and smooth or a more subdued matte finish.

Our Access Flooring protects the
sensitive equipment and wiring of
high-traffic areas such as nursing
stations – and prevents slips and
falls due to exposed cables

The modern hospital or medical office needs to
organize a tremendous amount of cables and wires
in order to accommodate computer networks,
telephones, faxes, and sensitive medical equipment.

Designed to protect data and electrical wiring,
our system offers:
• Total flexibility and large cable capacity with easy access

• The lowest profile available in two heights: 1.6" high (40 mm) and 2.75"
high (70 mm)

•  Modular base unit system connects quickly without glue, screws or
fasteners, leading to lower labor costs and easy moves or additions

• Modular grid design allows for no-tool, easy-access wire management

• The only low-profile system listed in the GreenSpec Directory of
sustainable building products

• Excellent for nursing stations 

Urethane Coatings – excellent for refurbishing and not replacing VCT

Saving you money and helping to save the environment, RD Weis Companies is proud of our product line
that replaces traditional VCT wax.  Our coating replaces traditional wax for your VCT floors. This product
comes in three finishes: Satin, Matte, and Hi Gloss.

A polyurethane finish with a two-year warranty, it gets rid of stripping
and waxing—and as a result pays for itself out of your floor stripping

and waxing budget!

Tile and Grout Cleaning and Sealing

We use a tile and grout sealer that is sprayed on and bonds to your floor. It protects the floor and
preserves the appearance, and is easy to clean. In effect, the floor has been shielded with glass.

The result is a “like new” appearance
with a “better than new” condition to
the existing floor. Protects new and old
tile, grout, concrete, brick and pavers
from spills, stains, dirt, mold, mildew,
graffiti, biohazards, and other
contaminants.  Enhances the color
and shine of natural stone and this
Silica-based sealing product virtually
lasts forever!

Cleaning Carpet and Ulpolstry

Improve your air quality, increase productivity, and protect your
corporate image with clean carpets and uplpolstry.  A clean
environment results in higher productivity and increased morale
because workers stay healthier and happier. You'll keep the
larger environment cleaner, too—beautiful, fresh, clean carpets
stay on the floor and out of the landfill. 

At RD Weis Companies, we use a low-moisture dry extraction
method that leaves carpet clean and dry, allowing immediate access and traffic.
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